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79.2 Webchttracrm'slics 391 

A.gute '19..5 Cloaking as used by spammers. 

property and their agents, therefore, have a strong incentive to croate web 
pages that rank high)y on th.is query. ln a search engine whac;e scoring was 
based on term frequendes, a web page with numerous repetitions of mauigolf 

Sf'AM real eslate wouJd rank highly. This led to the first generation of sp~tm, which. 
(in the context of web sean:h) is the manipulation of web page content for 
the purpose of appearing high up in search results fot selected keywords. 
To avoid irritating users with these repetitions, .sophi<;ticated spamrners re-
sorted to such tricks as rendering these repeated tenns in the same color as 
the background. Despite these words being oon.sequently invis ible to the hu+ 
man user, a search engine indexer wouJd parse the i.nvi<;ible words out of 
the HTML representation of the web page and index these \~ords as being 
prosen t in the page+ 

At its root, spam s tems from the heterogeneity of moti\•es in conten.t ere-. 
ation on the Web. In particular, many web ron.tent creators have commercial 
motives and therofore stand to gain from manipulating search engine results+ 
You might argue that this is no different from a company that uses large fonts 
to li'it its phone numbers in the yeUow pages; but this gene-rally casts the 
company more and is thus a fairer mechanism. A more apt analogy, perhaps, 
is the use of company names beginning with a long s tring of As to be lis ted 
earl)' in a yellow pages category. In fact, tlw yellow pages' mod~ of rom+ 
panies paying for larse-r /darker fonts has been replicated in web search: ln 
man)' search engines, it is possible to pa)' to h.a\'e one's web page included 

PAID in the search engine's index - a model kno\\'ll as p41id i,Jdusjon. Different 
INCLUSION search engines h.a\'e different policies on whether to aUow paid inclusion, 

and whether such a payment has any effect on ranking in search results. 
Sean:h engines soan became sophisticated enough in their spam detection 

to screen out a large number of repetitions of particular keywords. Spam + 
mers responded with a richer set of .spam techniques, the best known of 
which we now describe+ The first of these techniques is cla'lking, shown 
in Figure 19.5. Hero, the .spammer's web server returns different pages 
d epending on whether the ht tp request comes from a web search engine's 
crawler (the part of the seatch engine that gathers web pages, to be described 
in Chapter 20), or from a hwnan user's browser. The former causes the web 
page to be indexed by the search engine under misleading kep.,·ords. \\'hen 
the u:;e,r searches for these 1.:eywords and elects to view the page. he reoeives f 
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m Web seardJ basics 

a web page that has aJtogether different content than that indexed by the 
search engine. Such deception of search indexers is unknown in the tradi
tional world of lR; it ste-ms from the fact that the relationship between page 
publishers and web search engines is not completely coUaborative. 

A doonrvy ptAgt contains text and metadata carefully chosen to rank ttigh.ly 
on sclected seat'"C'h ke)""'ords. \-\'hen a browser requests the doorway page. it 
is redirected to a page containing content of a more commercial nature. More 
complex spam.ming techniques in\'Oive manipulation of the metadata related 
to a page including (for reasons \~e will see in Chapter 21) the links in to a 
web page. Given thatspamrning is inherently an economically motivated ac-

Sll.utCH thtity, there has sprung around it an industry of som:h engint oplimiurs, or 
nNCI.NII SEOs, to provide consultancy services for clients who seek to have their web 

om.wlZIIRS pages rank highly on selected keywords. Web search engines frown on this 
business of attempting to decipher and adapt to their proprietary ranking 
techniques and indeed announce policies on forms of SEO behavior they do 
not tolerate (and have been known to shut down seat"Ctl requests from cer· 
tain SEOs for violation of these). lne .. •itably. t~ parrying bet'Nt!efl such SEOs 

(who gradual!)' infer features of each web seardi engine's ranking methods) 
and the web search eng.ines (who adapt in response) is an unending strug· 

AOVIIRSMUAL gle; indeed, the research subarea of ~riRI infomwlion retrieml has sprung 
lN);()Jt.MATION up around this bat de. To combat spammers who manipulate the text o£ their 

ltlll1UII\'Al. web pages is the exploitation of the Unk structure o f the Web- a tedmique 

known as fi11k at~nfysis. The first web seat"Ctl engine known to apply link anal
ysis on a large scale (to be detailed in Chapter 21) w-as Coogle. although aU 
web search engines currently make use of it (and correspondingly,spammers 

U.NK SPAM now invest coru.iderable effort in sub\'erting it - this i.:s known as link spmr). 

( Exercise 19.1 lf the number of pages with in-degree i isproportionalto 1/ i2.1, 

what is the probability that a randomly chosen web page has in-degree I? 

Exercise 19.2 lfthe numberof pages with in-degree i isproportionaJ to l/il.1, 

what is the average in-degree of a web page? 

Exercise 19.3 If the number of pages with in-degree i is proportional to l/i2.1, 

then as the largest in-degree goes to infinity, does the fraction of pages v.ith 
in-degree i grow, stay the same, or diminish? How would your answer 
change for values of the exponent other than 2.1? 

Exercise 19.4 The average in-degree o£ aU nodes in a snapshot of the web 
graph is 9. \Vhat can we say about the average out~egree of aU nodes in 
this snapshot? 

19.3 Advertising as tho oronomlc model 

Early in the history of the Web, companies used graphical banner advertise-
ments on web pages at popular websites (news and entertainment sitessudt 
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19.3 Adt'f!rtising as tJse tm'JOmic model 39'3 

as MSN, America On.l.ine, Yahoo!, and CNN). The primary purpose of these 
advertisements was branding: to convey to the viewer a pnsitive feeling about 
the brand of the company placing the advertisement. Typically these adver· 

CPM tisements are priced on a cost per mil (CPM) basis the cnst to the company of 
having its banner advertisement displayed I.OOOtimes. Some websitesstruc.k 
contracts with their advertisers in whidl an advertisement was priced not by 
the number of times it is displayed (also known as inrpressions). but rather by 
the number of times it is dir.kru or1 by the user. lltis pricing model is known 

CPC as the cost per dick (CPC) model. In such cases, clicking on the advertisement 
leads the user to a web page set up by the advertiser, where the user is in· 
duced to make a purchase. Here, the goal of the advertisement is not so much 
brand promotion as to induce a transaction. This distinction betv.-een brand
and transaction-oriented advertising was already wideJy recog.nized in the 
context of cocwenrionaJ media such as broadcast and print. The interactiv· 
ity of the web allowed the CPC billing model- clicks could be metered and 
monitortod by the h'ebsite and biUed to the advertiser. 

The pioneer in this d irection was a company named Goto, whkh changed 
its name to Ch•erture be/ore eventual acquisition by Yahoo! Goto was not, ln 
the traditionaJ sense, a search engine; rather, for e\•e.ry query tmn q it ac
cepted bids from companies who wanted their web page shown on the query 
q. In response to the query q. Goto wou1d return the pages of all advertis
er.s who bid for q. ordered b)' their bids. Furthennoro, when the user dk:l:ed 
on one of the returned results, the c01ll'Sponding advertiser would make a 
payment to Goto (in the initiaJ implementation. this payment equaled the 
advertiser's bid for q ). 

Several aspects of Goto's model are worth highlighting. First, a user typ· 
ing the query q into Goro's search interface was actlvel)' expressing an in
terest and intent related to the query q. For instance, a user typing gofl dubs 

is more likely to be imminently purchasing a set than one who is simply 
browsing news on golf. Second, C".oto only got compensated when a user 
actuaUy expressed interest in an advertisement -as evinced by the user click
ing the ad,·ertisemmt. Taken tosether, these created a powerful mechanism 
b)' which to connect advertisers to consutnerS, quickly raising the annual 
revenues of Goto/Ch•ertute into hundreds of millions of dollars. This style 

SI'OSSOiti!O of search ensme came to be knOhll variously as spo11scred sat.rdJ or se.zrcf1 
SJt.AitCU adr:-ert isir1g. 
SUIK:U Given these t'\'lO kinds of search engines- the .. pure" search engines such 

AO'Vi:ln'tsi.NC as Coogle and Altavista versus the sponsored search engines - the logi

cal next step was to combine them into a single user experience. Current 
searc:fl engines follow precisely this model: They provide pure search re-

ALCOitiTHMIC suJts (generally known as algorithmic sazrr:/1 results) as the primary response 
SUitCU to a user's search, together wi th sponsored search results displayed sepa· 

rate!)' and d istincri\•dy to the right of the algorithmic results. This is shown 
in Figure 19..6. Retrieving sponsored search results and ranking them in re
sponse to a query has now become considerabl)' more sophisticated than 
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